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Chapter 1

Introduction

When working on a new project, novices will often neglect to create related pieces of
documentation. Moreover, this kind of documentation is almost entirely composed
by comments on the code, which has poor utility when using it for future reference.
The documentation that has been created, if created at all, lacks a series of related
and useful information, such as: which resources have been consulted, errors
encountered and the relative solutions implemented, programming choices, lessons
learned, and suggestions for future work. In addition, the documentation does not
properly account for the evolution of the project and so the achievements reached.

Despite the presence of some researches that aim at better understanding the
code and easily integrating code examples found on the internet [1, 2, 3, 4], little
work has been done in implementing a seamless way to create documentation that
can also be enriched by the developer by adding comments, thoughts, suggestions.
The possibility of adding personal insights can also improve the awareness of the
implemented code as suggested by Lehtinen et al [5]. Furthermore, the current
documentation practices do not consider contextual data, essential for the imple-
mentation of the project, such as: dependencies, command line scripts executed,
file and project structure.

For these reasons, in this thesis I present Dear Diary, a tool for the seamless
creation of documentation directly in the Integrated Development Environment
(IDE) through which developers can keep track of the evolution of the project
and add insights, with their own words, on how they reached their development
achievements. In particular, the tool allows developers to create “snapshots” -
documentation artifacts that store pieces of code, files, or entire projects, and
collect contextual and useful information like dependencies, the file tree, and the
command line scripts executed. These snapshots are grouped together into larger
structures called “diaries”. On top of that, the developer can add comments and
links on any of the registered data contained in a "snapshot", further enriching the
piece of documentation created.
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Introduction

1.1 Goal
The aim of this thesis is to design and develop a tool, directly implemented in the
IDE, that can be used by novices to seamlessly create pieces of documentation
enriched with contextual data and comments, links, and thoughts of the developer.

Our strategy is to encourage beginners to record their development process and
to make it simple for them to do so in order for the resulting documentation to
be useful in supporting them in the future. Our technique seeks to document the
entire development process, in contrast to many research studies that concentrate
on automatically creating documentation based on accessible code. In particular,
as will be discussed in greater detail in the chapters that follow, our strategy aims
to capture and document the project’s status as it develops rather than at a single
point in time.

A first literature analysis was conducted to look for similar and/or related
projects in order to extrapolate the core functionalities the tool needed.

Using the literature research as reference, the functionalities the tool could
support have been discussed and evaluated. We envisioned the tool utilization
around the creation of documentation artifacts called "snapshots" that would
contain project’s context data.

After selecting the core features that firstly needed to be implemented, we went
through a design phase.

The tool then was designed around the core concept snapshot, which would save
information about the project and automatically gather contextual data, including:
the file tree, the project dependencies, and the command-line scripts executed.

After implementing the tool as an extension for Visual Studio Code, an user
study was conducted to verify whether the tool was effective in the creation of
documentation on the fly to better support novices in the development of projects
and in keeping track of the evolution of the code.

1.2 Thesis organization
The thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 focuses on the literature analysis conducted on related projects to
extrapolate the main functionality supported by the tool.

• Chapter 3 describes the design choices made. In particular, core functionalities
of the tool are selected.

• Chapter 4 presents the tool structure together with its main functionalities.
Technical choices and limitations are also discussed.
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Introduction

• Chapter 5 focuses on the user study conducted, its methodology, and the type
of data that was acquired.

• Chapter 6 focuses on the results of the study conducted and presented in
chapter 5.

• Chapter 7 presents a final discussion on the results found, the future poten-
tiality of the tool, and its changes and improvements.
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Chapter 2

Background and related
works

2.1 Preliminary analysis
It has long been maintained that good documentation is essential for helping
developers write code more quickly and consistently with design decisions, and
that documenting design decisions in particular is essential for preserving code
readability [6]. Conventional documentation methods, however, are ineffective.
They need a lot of work to be created, and there is a disconnection between
the producers and the consumers [7, 8]. It takes time to provide appropriate
documentation [9], and the developer could feel overburdened when he weighs that
against the prospect that no one would ever read his effort. Because of this, IDEs
ought to give developers more assistance when writing project documentation. This
procedure should not only assist the programmer in cutting down on the time
spent documenting, but it should also automatically capture helpful data that the
programmer may not have deemed important in order to be consulted afterwards
[10].

Mehrpour et al. [11] suggests a sort of documentation where design decisions
are specified as design rules and translated into constraints that can be actively
tested against the code when looking at the area of tools that try to improve and
ease documentation generation. A link between the documentation and the code is
created when a design rule is applied to the code. An Abstract Syntax Tree (AST)
query set serves as the representation for each design rule. Upon code modification,
developers receive quick feedback on the design rules that have been followed and
those that have been broken, alerting developers who missed design decisions to
their presence.

Head et al. [12] proposes Tutorons, which are language-specific procedures that
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generate context-relevant, on-demand code explanations. It recognizes single-line
code snippets on web sites, parses them, and creates micro explanations in the form
of natural language explanations and code examples automatically. It’s designed
to work with CSS selectors, regular expressions, and the Unix function wget. The
programmer, in particular, may read descriptions for all explainable sections of
code and provide new micro-explanations for non-documented regions of code by
installing a browser extension.

Henley et al. [13] introduces the idea of a tool for recognizing and correcting
novices’ misunderstandings about code behavior. It consists of an inquisitive code
editor in the form of a plugin for the Atom IDE that prompts beginners with
inquiries about the behavior of their code while programming. The suggested tool
might provide explanations regarding the program’s real behavior and redirect the
beginner to relevant documentation sources based on the answers supplied by the
novices. The tool’s preliminary implementation calls for the questions, correct
answers, and feedback to be set manually by another programmer on a specific
code fragment.

Horvath et al. [2] presents Catseye, an annotation tool for quick code note-taking.
In contrast to conventional methods of externalizing code-related information, like
commenting, Catseye has the advantages that the annotations maintain the original
context of the code while not actually altering the underlying source code, they
can support richer interactions like lightweight versioning, and they can be used
as navigational aids. They discovered that developers were able to successfully
employ annotations to help their code sensemaking when performing a debugging
job during their examination of developers’ note-taking procedures using their tool.

Lehtinen et al. [5] presents a way to examining students’ code understanding
by having them answer questions about their own programs. They suggested a
method for creating queries about student-written computer code automatically. In
the context of automated evaluation systems, they also suggest a use case for these
types of queries: after a student’s program passes unit tests, the system asks the
student questions about the code. They contended that by serving as prompts for
self-explanation, these inquiries can improve evaluation processes, deepen student
learning, and give insight into how well students understand the programs they are
creating.

Oney et al. [1] introduces a study that examines whether coders can use examples
more productively if they are treated as "first-class" items in the code editor as
opposed to just text strings. They investigated this by developing and testing
Codelets: a piece of sample code that is displayed in-line with the user’s own code
and includes an interactive helper widget to aid in comprehension and integration.
The Codelet survives the entire life of the example and is still available after setup
and integration are finished. Programmers were able to finish tasks requiring
samples an average of 43% quicker when using Codelets than when using a normal
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Web browser, according to a comparison laboratory research with 20 participants.
Hesse et al. [14] presents DecDoc utility based on an incremental documentation

approach. With the help of the tool, developers can work on a thorough docu-
mentation of design choices that pertain to assets like prerequisite specifications,
design diagrams, and code. This helps to make associated information clear and
represent it during the process, which helps to better the decision-making process
for design choices. The DecDoc utility is presented in relation to the demands from
the decision-making process.

Chen et al. [15] presents EdCode, a platform that lets learners access online
teaching support through their IDE in a manner similar to in-person assistance.
Additionally, it enables teachers to organize and post students’ responses for an
entire class by choosing only the pertinent portion of the code cited, thereby
preventing copying. Teachers can frame responses by referring students’ code.
Through a number of usability tests, it was assessed EdCode and determined the
advantages and drawbacks of using it in computer classes. Students viewed EdCode
assistance to be of a similar quality to support received during in-person office
hours, and both students and instructors found it useful to post and watch other
students’ answers.

Our approach aims to make it easy for beginners to document their development
process and to encourage them to do so that the resulting documentation can
effectively support them in the future. While many research works focus on
automatically generating documentation based on available code [16, 17, 18], our
approach aims to document the whole development process. In particular, as will
be covered in more depth in the following parts, our method seeks to capture and
document the project’s status not at a single point in time but rather as it develops.
Similar to this, Dear Diary aims to not be code-centric: in addition to remarking
on code snippets, our method enables beginners to note on files, command-line
processing outputs, and project dependencies.

2.2 First features evaluation
When checking in literature if an application with the same goals as the one we
envisioned has previously been developed or if other similar projects have been
worked on, we found that no single tool fulfilled our initial requirements in their
entirety. Hence, we analyzed the pieces of work in literature to elaborate the
functionalities our tool needed to support in order to better support novices in the
creation of useful documentation.

From the work of Mehrpour et al [11], it was taken into consideration the
implementation of a way to keep flags in a file whenever a related documentation
artifact was previously created, keep the file name from which the artifact has
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been created, and letting the user search specific words or keywords present in the
documentation artifacts produced.

The study conducted by Lehtinen et al [5] suggested us that the tool needed to
implement a way for novices to add their insights of the code, possibly throughout
comments, which was already one of our requirements.

By consulting the work of Chen et al [15] we envisioned the utilization of
hyperlinks in order to link words in comments and notes to specific pieces of code.
This would be useful to better understand the context of a documentation artifact.

Finally, from the studies of Oney et al [1] and Henley et al [13] the importance
of having links to external code documentation was intuited. For this reason, we
discussed the implementation of an external references section in which programmers
could insert external references links (e.g., developers forums or examples taken
from the Internet) that helped them better understand how to properly implement
a functionality in their code.

In the end, the possible utility of having a way to create documentation artifacts
directly from the IDE was recognized when consulting the work of Mehrpour et al
[11]. Just like their tool helped reducing the overhead of documenting design rules
in a separate media by implementing a relative window directly into the IDE, our
tool would help novices creating arguably better and useful documentation directly
from the IDE.
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Chapter 3

Design

3.1 Features evaluation
Using our literature research as a reference, the main functionalities that the tool
needed to support have been discussed, selected, and designed.

First, the tool’s focus was the creation of documentation artifacts called "snap-
shots". Each snapshot was designed to contain project-related data such as the file
tree, the project dependencies, and the command line scripts executed, that would
be automatically collected and stored in the snapshot data structure.

Once the core functionality that the tool needed to support was established, the
other functionalities, connected to this main documentation artifact, have been
evaluated, starting from those envisioned while making the research in literature
discussed in chapter 2. Those being:

• Keeping flags in a file to signal that a connected snapshot have been previously
created.

• Save the file name from which the snapshot has been generated in the snapshot
itself.

• Let users search for specific words and keywords present in the snapshots
and/or diaries.

• Allow users to add their insights on the code through comments contained in
the snapshots.

• Utilize hyperlinks in order to link words in comments to specific pieces of
code.

• Having a specific section for users to add links to external code documentation
and/or code examples.
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• The creation of snapshots and diaries needs to be seamless and easily accessible
from the IDE.

Notably, because the ability for novices to add their own insights on the code
through comments was considered an essential functionality for the tool, the idea
was expanded. In particular, it was designed for the user to add comments in each
data instance in the snapshot. This means that comments can be added to singular
snapshot and/or related files in the file tree, dependencies, command line scripts
executed. Moreover, the ability to create multiple comments related to a file has
been thought to be particularly useful. This idea came about considering the fact
that programmers can add comments for single functions and/or single lines of
code contained in the same file in order to describe their behavior, design decisions
around them, or simply signal a particular tricky piece of code. Furthermore, when
considering that novices often relies on source code examples, forums, and tutorials
online to get over execution and development errors [19, 20], adding comments
become an even more powerful feature because it lets programmers link their
documentation to the resources consulted.

Moreover, an interface for the visualization of differences between a selected
snapshot and the previous one has been hypothesized. This would allow the
programmer to better understand the additions and deletions made from one
development step to the other.

Then, two additional sections have been hypothesized to be useful. The first
one would allow the user to add issues present at the time of taking the snapshot.
This can comprehend code errors, setup errors, program misbehavior, etc. The
second section could be a goal one. Specifically, in this section the programmer
could add the ultimate goal that wants to achieve through his code e.g. a specific
functionality or a particular design for a section of the application.

Finally, in order to have all the documentation created to be easily accessible and
readable, the ability of exporting all the snapshots as HTML files was considered.
This would allow the consultation of the created documentation outside the IDE
environment making it accessible to users who work in the same project but in
different IDEs.

Once the tool functionalities have been laid down, the idea of the "snapshot"
documentation artifact has been expanded and evolved. Three different types of
snapshots were designed, each representing distinct types of projects documentation
artifacts that would contain different data in addition to the general project-related
data automatically collected by the tool:

• Code: the snapshot would include a piece of code (e.g., a function or a line of
code).

• File: the snapshot would include the content of an entire file.
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• Project: the snapshot would include the information of how the project has
evolved at the moment of taking the snapshot.

Then, the concept of "diary" was formed: it was meant to enclose a collection of
snapshots of the same type. This would allow the tracking of singular pieces of code
as the project evolves over time. As an example, a code type diary could contain
the snapshots taken in order to keep track of the main achievements reached during
the development of the main project function.

Lastly, the core functionalities that the tool needed to support have been
selected. They have been chosen based on importance and usefulness. As a result,
the list of functionalities that needed to be implemented first have been synthesized
accordingly:

• Creation of diaries and snapshots of three possible types (code, file, project).

• Automatically gather and save project-related data to the snapshots (file tree,
command line scripts, dependencies).

• Ability to add comments to each individual piece of data in a snapshot (i.e.,
snapshot itself, a file in the file tree, a dependency, and a command line script
executed).

• Show the data related to a snapshot directly in the IDE.

3.2 Features rationale
Instead of emphasizing the implementation products that emerge, our tool concen-
trates on the development process: the goal of Dear Diary is to encourage beginning
coders to record their entire development process, not just the code they write.

In our tool, the novice’s explanations are not always conveyed as textual ex-
planations and are not always connected to the project’s end code. Instead, they
can also be linked to the files, command-line script execution results, and project
dependencies. In this way, a beginner could add a note explaining the function of
a specific file, justifying the execution of a particular command line directive, or
outlining the snapshot context. The goal of this design consideration is to alter
how beginners perceive the documentation process. Dear Diary is designed for
beginners so that the documentation they create will be helpful for them to keep
track of their development choices, replicate successes, and correct mistakes as
necessary.

Since developers begin creating documentation files straight from the IDE,
Dear Diary is able to autonomously gather data about the development and
operation environment together with the project dependencies. By providing this
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technological data, we hope to increase the projects’ reproducibility and correctly
identify any problems with the code’s implementation, incompatibilities, and lack
of necessary development and execution requirements. It is typical for beginners to
ask for assistance when they run into a problem with a related answer requiring
the installation or configuration of a dependency. In these situations, additional
information regarding the development and execution environment is needed in
order to replicate the issue and discover a fix. Consequently, this design choice of
capturing the dependencies aims at making it possible to recreate specific project’s
versions and reproduce non-working snapshots, aside from keeping track of the
development and deployment setups, since the successful implementation does not
only concern the code but the development and execution dependencies (especially
in web development projects).

Errors will inevitably occur when using a particular programming language
or development environment for the first time. Programmers typically look for
solutions in developers’ online communities, instructional videos, or formal literature.
They attempt numerous code samples and study numerous sources before they
finally figure out the problem. It is not a good idea to submit broken versions of
software projects, but in the context of our beginner users, keeping track of broken
code, incorrect runs, error messages, and particularly how to fix them, is desirable.
Regarding this, Dear Diary enables coders to take screenshots of broken versions
of the project, add comments to broken versions of the code files, and describe
the results of the erroneous command-line commands. It would not be capable
of outlining the sources consulted to resolve the problems without recording the
incorrect executions. Moreover, documenting faults and include self-explanations
in solutions might aid beginners in remembering their tactics and replicating them
across other implementations.

3.3 Workflow prototyping
Once the main features that the tool needed to support have been selected, the
workflow was laid down.

The user can create a new Diary and so take the first related snapshot. He
would select the type of diary wanted, then he would insert the diary name and
the optional snapshot name. Once this is done, the tool would collect the project
related data (file tree, command line scripts launched, project dependencies), save
everything in the snapshot data structure and save this snapshot data in the diary
data. Then, the just created diary (with its first snapshot) would be visible in to
the proper view.

From this view, the diaries view, the user can add another snapshot to a
previously created diary, check the snapshots saved in a diary, and open a snapshot.
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Opening a snapshot would show the piece of code or the file saved (in the cases of
a code or file snapshot) or bring the project to the version it was in at the moment
of taking the snapshot (in the case of a project snapshot). The related data would
be shown in the respective views.

By clicking one of the data instances, or the associated comment button, the
user would be able to add comments to the piece of documentation selected. The
interface that would allow to write down the comments would be in another view.
The comment, once saved, would be consultable at any moment by clicking on
the data instance again. In this way the comment view would update to show the
previously created comment and he would be able to edit it. Moreover, by clicking
on the snapshot or by clicking the associated comment button, the view would
shoe the interface that would allow the user to insert the comment for the snapshot
itself and in addition it would show all the comments related to the snapshot. This
means that the comments associated to files in the file tree, command line scripts,
and dependencies related with the snapshot would be visible altogether in the
comment view.
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Chapter 4

Implementation

4.1 Tool structure
For the implementation of the tool, it was fist decided for which IDE the extension
would be developed. Visual Studio Code has then been chosen as the designated
IDE due to its popularity and ease of use.

Next, we envisioned the tool interface. We went through a series of discussions in
order to produce some hand-drawn sketches. We also followed some Visual Studio
Code design guidelines [21] in order to be as close as possible to the final product,
so that in the next development sessions we only needed to focus on implementing
the selected functionalities.

Since each project’s partial version (or snapshot) consists of files, command-line
scripts, and project dependencies, the tool structure has been designed around these
pieces of data. The design elements are organized around five views as a result,
each having a specific purpose: a view to start the creation of diaries, a view for
the visualization of diaries and snapshots, and other three views for showing files,
command line scripts, and dependencies. A sixth view has also been designed in
order to comply with the requirement of making available to the user the insertion
of comments.

The extension has been implemented in two main sections: the left side bar and
the right side bar (or, optionally, the bottom panel), as shown in Figure 4.1.

The left side bar is divided into five views, entitled as follows:

• New Diary

• Diaries

• Files

• Command line scripts
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Figure 4.1: Tool structure

• Dependencies

In the first view, the "New Diary" one, there are buttons for the creation of the
three different types of diaries (code, file, project). By clicking one of them, the
process for the creation of the respective new diary, and its related first snapshot,
starts.

In the "Diaries" view, all the previously created diaries are shown. When one of
them is clicked on, the sub-list of associated snapshots expands, allowing the user
to open any snapshot in order for it to be consulted.

The "Files" view let the user see the file tree of the project she’s working on.
This includes all the folders and any type of file present in the project folder. The
hidden folders are not visible.

The "Command line scripts" view is used to show the scripts associated with
the opened snapshot. It allows to check the scripts and consult their results just
by clicking on the entry in the view.

Finally, the "Dependencies" view lets you check out the dependencies associated
to the project from which the opened snapshot has been created.

In the bottom panel, the "Comment" view is present. It can be optionally
dragged to the right, in order for it to populate the right side bar, in case the
user prefers having it placed that way. The view is used for adding, checking,
deleting and editing comments connected to a piece of data related to a snapshot,
and it can be automatically opened whenever clicking on the comment button
associated to each data entry in each view. When firstly opened, the view lets the
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user acknowledge its purpose by displaying the string "Here you can view and edit
comments". When a piece of data is selected, the view refreshes and the user can
act on it.

4.2 Main functionalities
Resuming what was previously presented in the previous chapter, at the end of the
designing step four main functionalities have been selected, those being:

• Creation of diaries and snapshots of three possible types (code, file, project).

• Automatically gather and save project related data to the snapshots (file tree,
command line scripts, dependencies).

• Ability to add comments to each individual piece of data in a snapshot
(snapshot itself, file in the file tree, dependency, command line script executed).

• Show the data related to a snapshot directly in the IDE.

The first feature has been developed by using the three different buttons in the
"New Diary" view of the left side panel. Each button lets the user start the creation
of a new chosen type diary. Despite the type of diary chosen, the tool will ask the
programmer to insert a new title for the diary and then an optional title for the
snapshot [4.2]. Once this pieces of information are given, the tool will collect the
project related data that will be associated to the snapshot. In particular, it will
generate the file tree, it will retrieve the command line scripts previously launched
and the relative outputs, and get the project dependencies.

Then, depending on the type of diary chosen, the tool will gather the appropriate
data for each type. In particular, if the code type diary has been selected, the
highlighted section of code will be retrieved and saved. In the case of a file type
diary, the tool will save the entire content of the opened file. Once all this data is
gathered, the snapshot and diary data structures are created and saved locally in
Visual Studio Code. As soon as this is accomplished, the "Diaries" view updates
itself showing the just created Diary. Each type of Diary can be distinguished by
its icon: a code diary is characterized by the "</>" symbol, a file diary has an
associated file icon, and a project diary has a folder icon attached to it [4.3].

By hovering over a Diary, a plus button shows up. This button can be used to
create another snapshot associated to the selected Diary. User just need to press it
and the process of creating another snapshot starts. This time, the tool will ask
the user just the optional name of the snapshot, then it will collect the necessary
data, create the snapshot data structure and update the diary data structure with
the new snapshot.
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Figure 4.2: New Diary creation process started: a Diary title needs to be inserted

Figure 4.3: The "Diaries" view shows all the previously created diaries and the
associated snapshots

By clicking on a Diary, the corresponding snapshots will be displayed underneath.
Selecting one, the correlated data is shown in the various views: the "Files" view
will show the project file tree, the "Command line scripts" view will show the scripts
launched, the "Dependencies" view will show the project dependencies [4.4]. In
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particular, when opening a code or file snapshot, the file from which the snapshot
has been taken, in addition to all the folders containing the files, are highlighted in
the "Files" view.

Moreover, when a script in the "Command line scripts" view is selected, the tool
will open a new text file showing the command launched and the associated result
[4.5].

Additionally, depending on the type of snapshot opened, a different behavior
applies. In particular, consulting a code or file snapshot, the tool will open a new
file showing the piece of code or the file content captured at the moment of taking
the snapshot as shown in Figure 4.4. On the over hand, by opening a project
snapshot, the entire project will be brought back to the version of the project at
the moment of the snapshot being taken.

Figure 4.4: Opened snapshot

Once a snapshot is selected and the views are updated with its associated pieces
of data, the user can insert his own insights by adding comments to each piece of
data. This can be achieved by pressing on the comment button associated to each
snapshot, file, command line script, and dependency. In this case, the "Comment"
view, present in the bottom panel or optionally in the right side bar, updates itself
to show the user interface through which the user can insert the comment. In
particular, the source of the comment is described: the diary title, the snapshot
title and the title of the associated piece of data (e.g. for a file the name of the file
is shown). Then, in case a comment was previously been added, it is displayed just
underneath the comment source pieces of information. Lastly, a button to edit the
comment is shown. The edit button allows to edit a previously inserted comment
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Figure 4.5: Consult command line script saved in a snapshot

but also to add one in case no previous comment has been created. By pressing
the button a text box appears with the comment (in case the user is commenting
for the first time, the box will be empty). This is pictured in Figure 4.6. Then, by
pressing the save button the user saves the inserted text. A cancel button is also
present in order to cancel the comment edit.

To signal the presence of a comment associated with a piece of data, next to its
entry in the proper view and next to the relative snapshot name, a "commented"
tag is added.

The tool also allows the programmer to see all the comments associated to a
snapshot by opening the comment section associated to the snapshot itself. In
particular, the interface shows the comment of the snapshot and all its related
comments underneath, specifying their origin, as shown in Figure 4.7.

4.3 Technical choices and limitations
While progressing in the implementation of the tool’s functionalities, our initial
design decisions have been changed because of the restrictions of the developing
environment.

First of all, extensions for Visual Studio Code are developed through the
Typescript programming language so, naturally, the majority of the tool has been
written in Typescript.

The development started by following the Visual Studio Code’s "Your first
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Figure 4.6: Add or edit comments

Figure 4.7: The comment view associated to a snapshot shows all the comments
included in a snapshot

extension" tutorial [22]. In this way, the environment to develop the extension has
been set-up.

We used the official documentation of Visual Studio Code and its official APIs
[23] to getting started with the development.
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Extensions are built through the use of asynchronous functions called "com-
mands". The application will work around the set-up and the calling of this
commands 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Some of the commands implemented in the tool

We began the development of our extension with displaying the first five main
section:

• The one with buttons that would have allowed to create the diaries

• The section to display all the diaries and related snapshots

• The sector to display the file tree

• The segment where the list of command line scripts executed would be shown

• The module where all the project dependencies would be listed

We decided that aforementioned sections, called "views", would be placed in the
left side bar in order of importance.

Then, we firstly focused on the "New diary" view. In order to start the diary
creation process of each type of diary, we opted to use three different buttons.
Because normal views in Visual Studio Code contain Tree Views, we had to design
a Webview View in order to display the interface with the buttons we designed.
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The webview API [24] allows developers to implement fully customizable views
within Visual Studio Code. Webviews are also used to create complex user interfaces
whenever Visual Studio Code’s native APIs are found to be inadequate.

Webviews are built through the usage of a HTML string for its base appearance,
and then its functionalities are managed by a separate JavaScript function.

The process of creating diaries and snapshots of type code and file was then
implemented. The data structures were created, and so the operation of saving the
data acquired.

In particular, the extension utilizes five main data classes 4.9:

• Diary

• Snapshot

• Resource

• FSInstance

• ResCommented

The Diary class is used to store diaries data, such as: its type, its title, and the
array of associated snapshots.

The Snapshot class contains the data associated to snapshots, those being: its
title, the piece of code snapshotted, in case of a code or file snapshot, or the code of
the git commit associated to the snapshot, the number of comments related to the
snapshot, the comment associated to the snapshot itself, and all the three arrays
containing the lists of command line scripts, the dependencies, and the file tree.

Resource is the data class used to store dependencies and command line scripts
data. It stores two strings, which represent the library and the library’s version
number in case of a dependency, or the command and its outupt in case of a
command-line script.

The FSInstance data class is used to store the project’s file tree. Each instance
of this class represent a folder or a file. For this reason the class contains the type
of file system entry, its name, the list of comments associated to it (in case of a file),
the array of FSInstance instances (in case of a folder) which contain the content of
the folder, and a flag that signals if, in case of a file, the file is the one that has
been snapshoted (in case of code or file snapshots).

The ResCommented data class is used to store all the pieces of data related to
a snapshot that have a comment associated to it.

The extension manages an array of diaries containing the user’s documentation
data. When launched, the tool gathers all the diaries previously created from the
global state of Visual Studio Code and save it in the array controlled by the tool.
Then, whenever a new diary or snapshot is created, the array is updated with the
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new data and then the global state of Visual Studio Code, that contains a copy of
the array, is updated too.

Figure 4.9: The main data structures utilized by the tool

Collecting the necessary data needed for the creation of a snapshot has been
particularly tricky because of lack of the necessary API that would have allowed
us to achieve our goal in an easy way. We then worked on some workarounds to
overcome these hurdles.

For collecting the command line scripts launched and their relative results we
had to force the extension to open the terminal of Visual Studio Code and then
proceed with a "select all and copy" mechanism. By having the entire terminal
output copied in the clipboard, we were able to isolate each singular command and
properly store it in the snapshot data structure. This process made us dependent
on the PowerShell command-line shell. As a matter of fact, in order to isolate the
commands we relied on having a precise string that would appear every single time
a new command had to be inserted. Because the string is different depending on
the terminal in use, the tool was only available to capture the commands launched
through the PowerShell.

To understand the structure of the project, in order to create the file tree, we
relied on the file system API. In particular, the API allowed to scan each possible
path in the project folder, letting us take note of each file and folder present.
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In order to collect the dependencies we used two different approaches. In case
the project had a "package.json" file, we would scan the file and retrieve and save
the project dependencies. If that was not feasible, as the case of projects in Python,
we scanned the files in search of imports and then saved all the libraries used.

Finally, to retrieve the content of the file or the selected piece of code that the
user wanted to take the snapshot of, we again used the Visual Studio Code APIs.

For creating a diary, a special command has been created. Moreover, each of the
previously described steps needed to gather the necessary project data connected
to a snapshot, is accomplished by a function or another command.

Then, another special command has been created for the creation of singular
snapshots associated to a previously created diary. The command is triggered
whenever the user clicks on the view action button (the plus button) associated
to the diary. The relative command function is similar to the one implemented
for the creation of a diary, since many steps are equal. All the data connected to
the snapshot is collected and the only difference is the insertion of the packaged
snapshot in the previously created diary structure instead of inserting it in a newly
created diary.

The view containing the lists of diaries and snapshots have been later developed
and so were the "Files", "Command line scripts", and the "Dependencies" views.
Each of these views has an associated class that is in charge, given an array of the
data, of displaying the given data in the view.

Finally, we worked on the project type snapshot creation. Earlier in the process
we were following a similar approach to the ones used with the code and file
snapshot types. Specifically, we wanted to save locally the content of each file in
the project the way we saved the content of a file or a piece of code in the other
two types of snapshot. We later realized that this mechanism would not fit well in
larger projects, making the tool too slow to be properly used.

We then opted to use Git given its reliability and ease of use. Moreover, the Git
commands provided already the service that we wanted to re-create: saving all the
files in a project for future reference. Utilizing the version control tool presented
us another challenge. There was no way to use the features provided by the Git
version control tool through the native Visual Studio Code APIs. So we opted for
a function that, given a command in the string format, it would send the command
to the terminal and then return its results. Through this mechanism we were able
to efficiently utilize the Git features to both save the project content in the moment
of taking a new snapshot and retrieve this content whenever a previous snapshot
was being opened. In this way, to each snapshot taken a new commit was created
and the associated code was saved in the snapshot data structure. Whenever a
snapshot was opened, the tool would send the checkout command to Git in order
to switch to the related commit.

Lastly, we worked on the comment feature. At first we aimed at create a user
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interface that would pop-up directly in the code editor. The APIs only allowed to
have this interface associated to specific lines in the code, which did not worked well
if considering a project or file snapshot were the user might have wanted to comment
on the entire file or project. Moreover, using this solution would have prevented
the ability to add comments also to command line scripts and dependencies as
previously designed. For these reasons we opted on using a Webview View to show
the comment interface.

Because the left side bar was already cluttered, we decided to develop the
comment view in the bottom panel with the option for the user to drag the view
into the right side bar. We developed the view to show the Diary and snapshot
titles and the name of the associated piece of data to which the comment is being
added. An edit button would allow a text box to appear and let the user edit or
delete a previously added comment, or simply add a new one. Once the changes
are made, by pressing the "Save" button the changes would be stored.

4.4 Usage example
To better understand how the Dear Diary tool presents itself and how it works, an
usage example is described. The scenario is based on a novice developer that want
to develop her first React application. The various steps in the development are
now described.

Angela is a novice developer who wants to develops its very first React application.
Her favorite IDE is Visual Studio Code and she opens it as she is ready to start
coding. Because she still needs to learn how to use the React library, she decides
to firstly follow a "getting started" guide found on the internet.

The first steps described in the guide Angela is following involve the installation
and set-up of the execution environment and its dependencies (Node and npm, in
this case). These installation and set-up steps are performed by downloading and
running installers in the machine. Then a series of command-line instructions with
multiple parameters are executed.

Being a novice React developer, these command-line instructions are new to
Angela so she follows her guide to the letter. After completing these first steps, she
manages to create her first React application entitled "My first web app". When
trying to run the application, everything goes well. Being enthusiastic of this first
achievement she reached, she decides to document this first step. She opens the
Dear Diary extension directly from Visual Studio Code by clicking on the feather
icon in the Action Bar and she decides to create her first project Diary through
which she saves the current state of the application. She then proceeds to click on
the "New Project Diary" button in the "New Diary" view in the left side bar.
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A pop up shows up at the top of the interface asking Angela to insert a title for
the new Diary she’s creating. She inserts "Main development steps" as the title and
then the tool asks her to insert an option title for the snapshot. She then inserts
"Initial state".

When creating the project diary and the first associated snapshots, the tool
automatically collects a series of project-related data. Specifically, it makes a copy
of all the command-line scripts executed, the project dependencies, and the project
structure with its folders and files. Moreover, the tool creates a local commit of
the currents state of the project. After all this data is collected and packaged in
the associated data structures, this first diary shows up in the "Diaries" view.

Angela tries to make some changes to her new application and then tries
to run it again. This time though, she gets an error that she does not quite
understand. Naturally, she seeks for help on the internet and finds the solution
to her problem: she needed to execute the application from the project root. She
wants to remember this error and the relative solution that she found, so she takes
a new snapshot which will be attached to her project diary previously created.
Once the snapshot is created and is shown in the "Diaries" view, she opens it. All
the snapshot’s associated data are shown in the "Files", "Command line scripts",
and "Dependencies" view. She then opens the comment view by clicking on the
comment icon next to the command line script entry that previously gave her the
error. The associated comment view shows up, and at that point she enters an
explanation of the error and the relative solution in her own words and then she
inserts the link of the website from which she found out the solution.

From there, Angela implemented an header for her new web application. She
created a basic header, with just an icon and a title. Not being satisfied with the
result, she wants to further edit it in order to make it more aesthetically pleasing
and more functional overall. She also wants to remember where she started since
this first component creation was an small achievement to her. Since the only
additional component that she implemented from her last snapshot is the header,
and because she’s now focusing on just this specific component, she does not find
the necessity to create a new project snapshot. Instead, she decide to create a
new code diary in order to track the evolution of the header as she further edit its
design and functionalities. So she proceeds to create a new code diary by pressing
the associated button in the "New Diary" view. Then, she enters "Header evolution"
as her diary title and "Basic header created" as her snapshot title. Then, she adds
a comment to this just-created snapshot. She clicks on the associated comment
button and when the relative comment view shows up, she proceeds to insert her
reasoning for the snapshot, explaining the achievement of creating this first small
component, and then further shares how she would like to change it next.

After further developing her web component, she reaches a satisfactory state.
She then proceeds to create a new snapshot associated to her previously created
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code diary that she entitled "Header evolution". After taking the snapshot, she
opens the previous snapshot created and she compares the differences between her
first header implementation and what she added and what she carried off. Being
proud of work she did, she adds a comment to the just-added code snapshot. She
explains what she added since she created her basic header and further explained
which was the purpose of some tricky functions she used.

Angela returns to develop the main body of her application. She starts to design
the structure she wants for her web app, and carries on with the creation of other
components and other files in the project that will contain the functions used to
create the aforementioned components. In order to keep track of this expanding
number of components and their positioning in the project, Angela creates a new
file diary through which she saves the content of her main file called "app.js". She
entitles this new diary "Application structure" and then she inserts "Base structure"
as the tool asks her for a snapshot title. Once the snapshot is created, she opens
it and carries on with the insertion of various comments. First, she opens the
comment interface for the file snapshot created and describes the general structure
of her web app. Then, she continues with describing all the functions called in the
main function in "app.js", their names, their functionalities, and which components
their associated to. After that, she proceeds in commenting all the files she added
containing the functions that return a component of her application. So she starts
adding comments to each file by clicking on the comment button associated to
these files that she finds in the file tree showed in the "Files" view. For each file,
she describes the main function, the component the main function returns, and the
general structure of this component and its function.

Finally, while she carries on with the development of her React application,
Angela wants to document how her code is linked to a given architectural decision.
In order to achieve this, she adds a series of explanations in which she describes the
reasons behind her implementation, and continues by adding links to the resources
she consulted, observations, reminders, and general notes. These explanations can
be associated with any type of data collected by the tool. This means that Angela
has the freedom to associate any of this comments to any snapshot, file, command
line script, or dependency. This granularity in the process of adding a comment
leaves Angela the flexibility to explain in details and in a structured way the whole
development process.

From that point forward, Angela can create several diaries and associated
snapshots each of which contains the related files, command line scripts, and de-
pendencies. To each of these snapshots, Angela can carry out any of the previously
described actions.

The presented scenario shows just a possible example of how the Dear Diary
extension can be used to create seamlessly a more complete project documentation.
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This type of documentation not only lets a future programmer timely understand
the project structure, but also lets him perceive the design decision that led to that
structure. Moreover, the developer has also the possibility to check out how the
project evolved over time and get a reasoning of some design decisions made at a
certain point in the development process. These features make Dear Diary a very
powerful tool for the creation of documentation that not only is more complete,
but can also describes the whole development process behind a project.
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User study

Once the tool has been developed, a test was conducted to assess its usability,
helpfulness, and its ability to encourage novices to create documentation. In par-
ticular, we wanted to evaluate if, by letting novices create pieces of documentation
seamlessly through the tool, they would create documentation more frequently.

5.1 Changes applied to the tool
We wanted to focus our attention on the core function of the tool. Thus, Dear
Diary has been slightly modified for the user study. In particular, the extension
has been slimmed down with a focus on its main functionalities. For this reason,
the concept of the three different types of diaries, with their related snapshots,
have been remove, leaving the ability to take project snapshot only. In this way,
the user would just take snapshots, and the step of creating a diary and then add
associated snapshot has been removed to simplify the workflow.

For this reason the "New Diary" and "Diaries" view have been modified accord-
ingly. In particular, the "New Diary" view has been renamed "New Snapshot" and
it now contained just one button to take a snapshot. The "Diaries" view has also
been renamed into "Snapshots". The first view shows just one button, as opposed
to the three for the three different types of diaries, that would allow the user to
take a new snapshot. In the second view all the previously taken snapshots are
shown. These changes can be seen in Figure 5.1.

Slight UI changes have also been made in order for the tool to be tidier and
more intuitive to use. Notably, the comment interface has been refined: a white
contour has been added to each comment in order to be more distinguishable and
properly separate comments.

The other functionalities such as gather project related data automatically,
letting the user consult any piece of data collected, and allowing the user to insert
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Figure 5.1: Modified tool structure

his own thoughts through comments has been left in this other version of the tool
as considered key features.

The process of snapshot creation has remained the same. After clicking the
"New snapshot" button, the user is invited to insert its title, which now has been
promoted to mandatory and has not remained optional as before. This change was
made because the Diary previously represented the core data structure that had to
been unique. With the absence of the diaries’ structure, the snapshot have been
taken the position of core data structure and so the title needed to mandatory
otherwise the user might find it difficult to search through a list of non-named
snapshots.

Lastly, we added the ability for the user to add multiple comments when
commenting on a file associated to a snapshot. This functionality was considered
after evaluating the variety of comments that can be associated to a single file. In
particular, a programmer can add multiple comments to describes the file structure
and its content, functionalities, code behavior, design decisions connected to single
functions or lines of code. The new interface is presented in Figure 5.2.

A complete view of the modified tool is shown in Figure 5.3.

5.2 Participants
The test was conducted on six students. An initial screening have been performed
in order to select the testers. In particular, we required from our testers to be
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Figure 5.2: Multiple comments can be added to files

Figure 5.3: Modified version of the tool for the test

familiar with the Python programming language and that they used Visual Studio
Code at least three times in the last six months.

The testers selected all had distinct levels of expertise in Python, giving us
different perspectives depending on the each one’s experience. More precisely, their
experience in Python programming ranged from six months to five years 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Years experience in Python programming of the testers

5.3 Method
The test was composed of four main parts:

• Tool tutorial

• First programming session

• Second programming session

• Survey

Initially, a tutorial was presented to the testers to familiarize themselves with
the tool. All the main functionalities have been presented to the testers. The
tutorial was performed as follows:

Each tester had to create a first snapshot to save the state of the program at
the beginning of the test. Then, they needed to open the just-created snapshot. It
was shown to them that the "Files" view was updated with the structure of the
project files.

Consequently, they had to import the numpy library in the "test1.py" Python
file where they were going to code. Then, they had to open the Powershell terminal
and digit the command "git version". Once all of this was done, they needed to
take a new snapshot. Having the newly created snapshot visible in the "Snapshots"
view, they opened it and the "Command line scripts" and "Dependencies" view
were updated to show the git version command execute and the numpy library
imported. In this way, it was shown to the testers all the types of data that the
tool gathered when taking a snapshot.
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They were then requested to click on the git version command in the "Command
line scripts" view. Once this was done, the testers noticed that a new text file was
open showing the command they previously executed and its associated returned
value. In this way, it was shown that all the commands with its relative results
were saved and could be consulted at any time.

At this point, they were requested to open the first snapshot taken. By doing that,
the testers noticed two things. First, the view updated their content accordingly:
the "Command line scripts" and the "Dependencies" view were then empty again.
Second, the "test1.py" file they were working on went back to the version of the
file without the numpy library import. So, it was shown to them that the file,
when opening the snapshot, went back to how it was when they first created the
snapshot.

Lastly, the comment features were presented. They were consequently requested
to reopen the second snapshot so that the newer version of the file, the one
containing the import, would come up. Then, they had to click on the comment
button associated to the file "test.jpg". This would make the comment view appear
in the right side bar. The testers were asked to click on the edit button and insert
the text "This is the image to be modified during the exercises"; then they needed
to click the save button. In this way they learned how to add a comment. Finally,
they needed to add a comment to the snapshot itself. They clicked on the comment
icon associated to the snapshot and they were asked to add the comment "numpy
library imported". Then, because both the just added comment and the comment
previously added to the "test.jpg" file were shown, it was explained to testers
that from the comment section of the snapshot they could both add/edit/delete
a comment of the snapshot itself and also consult any other comment added to
associated pieces of data connected to the opened snapshot.

Through this tutorial the testers were instructed on the functionalities of the
tool and so they were ready for the programming sessions.

Once the testers understood how the tool worked, the first programming session
was presented to them. Specifically, they needed to solve complex Python exercises
5.6, that involved image processing 5.5, while having access to the tool. Testers
were allowed to use any type of documentation or source of information they liked,
so searching on the internet was permitted. Moreover, they were allowed to create
any type of documentation they wanted, included code comments, taking notes on
a piece of paper, and creating documentation through the tool. The programming
session lasted one hour.

The secondary programming session was similar to the first one: they needed to
continue the previously presented exercises, but from where another tester left off,
having access to any type of documentation they created. The second programming
session also lasted one hour.
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Figure 5.5: The image testers had to use to solve the exercises

Lastly, in order to gain insights and feedback on the tool, a survey, created
and issued through Google Forms [25], has been presented to the testers. The
survey contained both open and closed questions and it was divided into three
main parts. In the end the test candidates were also encouraged to express any
other consideration about the test and the tool by voice.

The first part of the survey aimed at assessing the tester’s knowledge of the
Python programming language as well as understanding the experience solving
the presented exercises. In particular, it was asked if they have ever worked on
similar tasks before and, if they did, how often they found themselves facing similar
problems.

The second part of the survey focuses on documentation. Through this part we
wanted to evaluate each tester’s documentation creating habits. In particular it
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was asked how often, when working on a project, they would create documentation,
which type of documentation they created, and the reasoning behind their behaviors.

Lastly, the survey asked the users for feedback on the tool itself. Firstly, we
wanted to analyze how they perceived the extension. We asked the testers to rate
if they understood how to properly use the tool after the initial tutorial and how
easy it was for them to learn the extension’s functionalities. Next, they judged
how intuitive, easy to use, and useful the tool was for them. Then, they needed
to evaluate if they would keep on using the tool for personal use and how much
probable it was for them to recommend Dear Diary to friends or colleagues. In
the end, a series of open questions were presented in order for them to express
their insights and overall thoughts on the tool. More specifically, they were asked
for which goal they used the tool the most, which functionalities they found to be
more useful for their tasks, which feature they found to be useless or superfluous.
Finally, they were asked which functionalities they would add to the extension and
how they would improve Dear Diary.
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Figure 5.6: The exercises presented to the participants during the test
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Results

The goal of this project was to design and develop a tool, directly implemented in
the IDE, that could be used by novices and developers to seamlessly create pieces
of documentation enriched with contextual data and comments, links, and thoughts
of the user.

The outcome of the study we conducted seems to suggest that our goal have
been reached. In particular, the results from our survey indicated that the tool
efficiently helped users to create documentation more easily and frequently. In
addition, one of the participants asked at the end of the test if the tool would have
been publicly available in the future and if he could still use it for personal projects.
He was particularly interested in the evolution of the project and he wanted to try
out the complete version of the tool that also included the three types of diaries
and snapshots.

Prior to the use of our tool Dear Diary, the majority of testers would make
incomplete documentation (if at all) when programming, and the documentation
they created was exclusively based on comments on the code. One of the testers,
whom already had work experience and training to create documentation on files,
was our only exception in this study. On the other hand, all participants in the study
took at least one snapshot each time they solved one point of the exercises, marking
their achievement and then adding comments to contextualize the functionalities
implemented since the previous snapshot taken.

Moreover, three out of six participants created a snapshot when firstly having
complications with the compiler not finding the necessary libraries to run the code.
In particular, they first created a snapshot when they encountered the issue, then
adding a comment explaining the problem they were facing. Once they overcame
the issue, they took a secondary snapshot and indicated in the comments how they
successfully solved the problem.

In general, the users were satisfied by the simplicity and intuitiveness of the tool
6.1. They also found the tool to be particularly useful for tracking the evolution
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of the project. Additionally, they appreciated the ability to easily add complex
comments that could also contain notes and reminders that could be consulted
later on. The granularity through which comments could be added has also been
acknowledged. This behavior aligned with our first utilization visualization in
which we envisioned the usage of the tool as a way to keep track of problems and
the relative solutions found during the development process.

Figure 6.1: Testers’ tool perception

The participants also suggested a series of new functionalities that can further
enhance the tool. For example, one of the suggestions highlighted the need for the
extension to share the documentation that’s been created with others; a feature
they collectively agreed would be especially helpful when working on a team project.
They suggested two ways to achieve this goal: by exporting the documentation in a
file/document or by letting users transfer the documentation from one instance of
Visual Studio Code in a pc to another. Another way to achieve this goal would be
the creation of a static website that would display all the documentation associated
to the project.

Further developing the idea of the documentation sharing feature, a tester
suggested a visibility setting per each snapshot. In particular, he proposed a
way for snapshot to be signaled as private or public. This clarification would
be utilized when sharing the created documentation: the public snapshots would
actually be shared while the private ones would not. In this way a distinction
between documentation created for the project and documentation created for the
programmer developing the application forms.

Another feature request included an integration with GitHub. In particular,
one of the participants expressed the potential usefulness of having the ability of
directly saving all the documentation created in GitHub with the project itself.

Because the test presented involved image processing, one participant would
have liked for the tool to automatically save the output of the program. In this way
he could check out the images created by the code saved in a previous snapshot.

A tester also expressed the desire of being able to delete previously take snapshots
that he found to be useless in the end. This would unclutter the "Diaries" view,
making it faster the search of effectively useful snapshots.
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Lastly, a tester suggested the integration of GitHub issues in the tool itself.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this work, Dear Diary was introduced, a Visual Studio Code extension that
enables beginners to record their development process and add self-explanatory
notes about the code, the execution outputs, and project versions. These insights
explain their decisions, the mistakes they made, the consulted sources, and pieces
of advise to keep in mind or impart to others. We described the tool’s look and
functionality. We also explored the factors that influenced and directed the creation
of Dear Diary.

At the beginning of this work, the results of the research made in literature and
the consequent feature evaluation has been presented. Then, the focus shifted to
the design and development of the "Dear Diary" tool, through which we aimed at
seamless creation of better documentation. Finally, in the last part of this work,
we described the user study we conducted, involving six participants that tried out
the tool, were shown, and presented the relative results.

The aforementioned study showed us that novices often neglect to create pieces
of documentation when working on a project. The documentation created is almost
entirely composed by comments on the code, which reveals to have poor utility
when used as future reference.

Through the creation of “Dear Diary” we achieved a way for novices and
experienced programmers alike to create better documentation seamlessly. We
think that our technology may transform documentation into a useful asset for
them and other developers by depending on self-explanation and integrating into
the working environment.

The tool allows developers to easily create documentation within the IDE,
allowing them to follow the project’s development and contribute their own thoughts
on how they arrived at their development milestones. Developers may use the tool
to produce "snapshots," documentation artifacts that preserve sections of code, files,
or complete projects as well as contextual and helpful data like dependencies, the
file tree, and performed command line scripts. These snippets are compiled into
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bigger structures known as "diaries". Moreover, the developer may add links and
comments to any registered data that is included in a "snapshot", further enhancing
the documentation that is produced.

In order for the generated documentation to usefully support novices in the
future, our strategy aimed to make it simple for beginners to document their
development process and to encourage them to do so. The goal of our strategy
was to record the entire development process. In particular, our approach aimed
to record and document the project’s state as it changed rather than at a single
moment in time. Similar to this, Dear Diary sought to avoid being code-centric
by allowing users to make notes about files, command-line processing results, and
project dependencies in addition to code snippets.

7.1 Future work
Starting from the results obtained by this work, future studies can focus on
improving the user experiment through the use of a larger testing pool that also
utilizes a control group to better highlight the disparities in documentation creation
behaviors between programmers using and not using the tool. The future test
could also employ the complete version of the tool containing the three types of
diaries and snapshots developed.

Another study can focus on the qualitative evaluation of Dear Diary in the context
of a university course on web development to examine its usability and ascertain
how well it aids beginners in recording their work. In order to assess the students’
readiness to utilize the tool and the qualities of the resulting documentation
artifacts, we specifically foresee a case study undertaken during the execution of a
evaluated project developed by the students divided into small teams throughout
the Politecnico di Torino’s Web Application I course. This study would help us
understand the tool effective usefulness in supporting novices when working on
larger scale projects.

A series of adjustments can be made to the tool in the future. More precisely,
the functionalities discussed in Chapter 3 that have not been judged as essential can
also be reevaluated and possibly implemented in a future versions of the extension.

Furthermore, snapshots and diaries can be made project-dependent. By doing
so, opening a project in Visual Studio Code and then opening the extension, would
make only the diaries and snapshots related to the just-opened project available.
This solution would unclutter the view that shows the list of diaries and snapshots,
which can become quickly crowded by creating a series of diaries and snapshots in
different projects.

Finally, the tool can also be further improved by adding sharing functionalities
for the documentation created. Additionally, an integration with GitHub can
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be employed for users to save into their project repositories all the associated
documentation. This integration would also enable the incorporation of GitHub
issues in the tool itself.

These last mentioned new functionalities can be found particularly handful
when considering the aforementioned case study following the tool’s usage by the
students working on the course project along the semester.
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